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Apply for FMXcellence Recognition

Form must be completed in its entirety.
Submitted information may be used in print, online or at conferences or other live events. You must 
download/save PDF prior to — this form will not save your input without being saved to your computer first. 
Email your completed form as an attachment to edward.sullivan@tradepress.com

1. Name
 
2. Title
 
3. Company
 
4. Street Address

 City / State / Zip / /
 
5. Phone number
 
6. Email address
 

7. Square feet of space that the facility department is responsible for: 
Data centers only: 5,000 or more of raised floor space

 ❑ 100,000 to 250,000
 ❑ more than 250,000 to 500,000
 ❑ more than 500,000 to 1,000,000
 ❑ more than 1,000,000 to 5,000,000
 ❑ more than 5,000,000

8.  Please provide an overview of one completed FM project/initiative or ongoing FM practice/program 
that supports the goals of the larger organization. Projects must be completed to be considered. (Limit 
responses to no more than 2,000 words.) Briefly indicate:
•  Major elements of the project or practice.
•  Steps involved in developing the project or practice, including the start and completion dates, and if 

applicable, completion date.
•  Scope of the project or practice. Did it involve one building? A business unit or region? The entire 

organization?
•  Hard and soft costs of the project or practice. Please indicate when estimates are being used.
•  Challenges involved in implementing or maintaining the project or practice.
•   Ways those challenges were overcome.
•  Lessons learned.
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8.  Overview (cont.)
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9.  Describe the larger organizational goals or challenges addressed by the project or practice. Include any 
impacts that the project or practice had on building occupants. Limit responses to 1,000 words.
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10.  Describe results achieved. Include quantitative and qualitative results. For quantitative results, describe the way 
that results were measured or evaluated. It is helpful to put savings results in some context – as a percentage 
of the overall facility or energy budget, for example. Energy and water savings results should be based on hard 
data, e.g. metered data or utility bills. If the project or practice involved the creation of metrics/measurements, 
use this space to provide more detail about the metrics program. Limit responses to 1,000 words.
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11.  Describe methods used to communicate the results of the project or practice to the greater organization. 
(If the project or practice was a communications effort, use this space to provide more detail about the 
communications program.) Limit responses to no more than 500 words.

12.  In order to verify the effectiveness of the project or practice being submitted for consideration, attach a letter 
from a key manager outside the facility/real estate department describing the impact of the project or prac-
tice. If a letter is not possible, please provide the name, phone number and email address for a key manager 
outside the facility/real estate department who we can contact (examples of key managers: CEO, CFO, COO, 
business unit manager, vice president, etc.). 
 
Key Manager Name: 
 
Title: 
 
Phone: 
 
Email:

  

13.  Attach a list of key in-house participants in the project or practice, both those who work in the facility depart-
ment and those from other departments. (Do not include outside service providers, contractors, etc.)

14.  Attach any other material to support the application. Attachments can be related to any of the questions on 
this form or can provide relevant information on areas outside those questions. Limit additional material (not 
counting the letter and list of participants) to no more than 20 pages. Using sample pages, tables of con-
tents, etc., can reduce the number of additional pages submitted.

❑  I have read the guidelines and to the best of my knowledge, I am eligible to submit and all the information 
supplied is correct. I understand the information submitted here could be used by Building Operating Manage-
ment magazine and NFMT for their own purposes if my submission is selected (other than material marked 
confidential). The box must be checked to submit entry. 

Please save this document on your PC and send as an attachment, along with supporting documents, to 
edward.sullivan@tradepress.com. If you have any questions, please contact edward.sullivan@tradepress.com.

mailto:edward.sullivan@tradepress.com
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	8 Overview cont: In August of 2005 the New York City Department of Education’s Office of School Support Services and the Division of School Facilities (DSF) created the SchoolStat unit as an independent assessment group to provide a standardized evaluation of maintenance and cleanliness conditions at each of our 1,237 school buildings.  The inspections are conducted on a biannual basis and examine all student and visitor populated areas.  The data that is collected through predetermined questions are generated into numerical scores by a series of algorithms. The DSF uses this data to compare and measure improvement across all schools and to develop plans to improve the operations and maintenance of all school buildings under its stewardship. SchoolStat is an independent unit that reports directly to the Office of the Chief Executive. The SchoolStat program inspects all buildings under the responsibility of Custodian Engineers or Building Managers.  SchoolStat inspects eight room types which each carry their own respective weights:o Bathrooms – 10%o Staircases – 2.5%o Classrooms – 60%o Auditoriums – 2.5%o Dining Rooms – 10%o Gymnasiums – 5%o Outdoor Yards – 5%o Hallways – 5%During each inspection, the inspectors inspect: o 5% of Classrooms, o 50% of Bathrooms, o 100% of Auditoriums, Dining Rooms, Gymnasiums, and Outdoor Yards, o 1 Hallway and Staircase.  Inspections provide scores which range from 1 to 5 for three categories: cleanliness, repair and fixtures.  Any cleanliness and repair score below a 3.0 and a fixture score below a 4.2 is considered substandard.Once inspections have been conducted, each inspection is reviewed, scored and is available to be viewed on the website by the next business day.   The SchoolStat website enables all Custodial Engineers, Building Managers, Deputy Director of Facilities, Director of Facilities and Chief Executive to view schools under their stewardship as well as across jurisdictional lines.  This not only provides an insight as to how other schools in different boroughs or districts score but also creates healthy competition among the managers.The SchoolStat system was developed as a multi-modular application supporting the administration and conduct of facility inspections and the processing and presentation of inspection data.• The Inspection Administration Module permits effective and efficient scheduling of eight full-time inspectors, ensuring assignments are of uniform size, travel time between sites is minimized and inspectors are rotated across the city.• The Tablet-Based Data Collection Module enables the mobile collection of multiple data streams (questionnaire responses, free text entry, digital imagery) and their integration into seamless inspection records. These records are subsequently transferred into a central database, reviewed for administrative completeness and stored.• The Scoring Module takes inspection data collected through questionnaire responses and synthesizes them into numerical scores by a series of algorithms. These scores allow comparison of different facilities across time and space, and analysis of causal factors. Scores are further rolled up across facilities to enable analysis of managerial effectiveness, resource allocation etc. Managing an inspection program of this scope and scale would be difficult and effective analysis of inspection results impossible, without information technology.  The SchoolStat system is the means by which data is collected and processed in order to provide current, reliable and relevant information regarding the state of facilities across the 1,237 sites where New York City public schools are located.The SchoolStat program had an estimated start-up cost of $600,000 in personnel and procurement costs.  Currently the program has an estimated operating cost of $420,000.  The breakdowns of the cost are as follows:• Personnel Salarieso 1 - Administrator o 1 - Programmer o 8 - Inspectors • IT Equipmento 1 - Servero 3 - Desktop Computerso 9 - ToughBookso 9 - Mobile Phones /GPS Trackingo Digital Cameraso USB Cables Replacement• Personal Equipment (Uniform)o Hatso Vestso BackpacksOne of the biggest challenges in maintaining SchoolStat is budget cuts.  Within the past several years, the Division of School Facilities has had its budget reduced by over 100 million dollars. As a result the number of inspectors has been reduced by 30%.Besides budget cuts, maintaining a high level of data integrity is a constant challenge.  Quality assurance is one of the highest priorities of the unit therefore training is frequent and targeted.  The on-going training is designed to keep the inspectors’ eyes keen, by ensuring consistency in data gathering and reporting.  Any deviations are discussed and reviewed with the individual inspector and then the entire team to ascertain the reason.  Specific training sessions may last for up to two weeks to ensure uniformity within the inspections.  
	Apply for FMXcellence Recognition  page 3: The Department of Education’s Division of School Facilities (DSF) is dedicated to providing a safe, comfortable, and clean setting that is conducive to the education and nurturing of our children in the most economic and efficient manner possible.  The DSF is responsible for the maintenance, repair and safe operation of all facilities under the jurisdiction of the City’s school system. The division oversees approximately 130 million square feet of floor space in over 1,237 separate sites throughout the five boroughs of the City of New York. In order to maintain and operate these buildings, the DSF employs approximately 475 Skilled Trades Staff, 819 Custodian Engineers, 130 Building Managers, 6,000 Custodial Employees and approximately 260 other employees with administrative or technical expertise in the fields of facilities management, engineering, environmental health, administration, accounting, construction, planning, sustainability and project management. The potential of the SchoolStat program to help drive improvement in the condition of our facilities is enormous and being realized daily, as conditions in facilities across the city may now be and are readily compared. Managers have vastly increased visibility of the conditions of the facilities in their charge and, as has been noted previously, the data available to them is updated continuously and made available in near-real time. The program has fostered increased accountability as senior managers review their subordinates' scores and, moreover, a healthy sense of competition and pride among managers as their facilities' scores are visible to their peers. In addition to driving performance and increasing overall managerial effectiveness, inspection data has been used for more detailed analysis. For example, the incidence of specific deficiencies has been analyzed both within sites, between sites, across time or in combination. Such analyses have guided technical decisions concerning maintenance and custodial methods and materials. Whereas in the past such analyses depended on discrete studies, SchoolStat now provides an on-going source of objective data.The possibilities are immense and will only grow as a data time series is built. The primary aim of the SchoolStat project is to provide current, objective data regarding the condition of our school facilities. This data is not intended to help the DSF to either spend less or avoid spending more at the macro level, but to raise our schools' facility conditions to the highest possible level given available resources. Thus, the total economic benefit of this project doesn't derive from cost savings or cost avoidance, but from assistance in spending what we have as wisely as possible, through improving managerial oversight and guiding resource allocation.The direct beneficiaries of the project are the managers within the Division of School Facilities who use the SchoolStat system to improve the operations and maintenance of the facilities under their stewardship. The ultimate beneficiaries, however, are the schoolchildren of the New York City's public schools and the school-based staff who benefit from the improved facility conditions resulting from use of SchoolStat collected data. Realizing the importance of timely, relevant and timely data on effectuating efficiencies, SchoolStat has moved beyond its core functionality.  The first project that the unit completed was a Roof Inspection Module.  Using a similar questionnaire response, free text entry and digital imagery to that of the SchoolStat application, the unit inspected 997 buildings collecting information regarding the type of roof, condition and maintenance issues present.  The data collected enabled Custodial Engineers/Building Managers to develop a maintenance plan to extend the lifespan of their roofs.The second project was to survey schoolyards in order to ascertain the quantity and types of physical education space available for use by students.  The data collected ranged from size to utilization of outdoor yard spaces as well as the inclusion of sketched floor plans of each schoolyard.  This project lasted over two summers due to the complexity and number of facilities involved.  This particular project was driven by a 2009 New York State Assembly bill requiring New York City Department of Education to issue a one-time inventory and report regarding our outdoor schoolyards.The third project dealt with Sustainability.  SchoolStat information from the Sustainability Module allows the DSF to better understand which of our recycling, waste management and energy conservation programs are being implemented in the schools. In addition, ShoolStat data helps us identify the potential for getting school gardens or planting trees based on space availability. This information has saved New York City resources because of better data integration which has led to much improved coordination between the Department of Education and other City agencies.
	use this space to provide more detail about the metrics program Limit responses to 1000 words: Within the past 7 years the SchoolStat program has conducted 17 inspections.  As indicated below, citywide scores from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 have increased by 17.18% going from 3.423 to 4.011.  Senior Management conducts annual review sessions with each of the 40 Deputy Directors of Facilities and five Directors of Facilities to ascertain and identify problem areas for special attention and corrective action, as well as analyze the effectiveness of different management and operational approaches.   Comparative Citywide Scores:• The overall citywide score from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 increased 17.18% from 3.423 to 4.011.• The citywide cleanliness score from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 increased 12.29% from 3.670 to 4.121.• The citywide repair score from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 increased 25.88% from 3.169 to 3.989.• The citywide fixture score from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 increased 6.33% from 4.472 to 4.755.Comparative Citywide Failing Sites:• The overall sites failing from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 decreased 97.56% from 82 to 2.• Sites failing cleanliness from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 decreased 94.19% from 86 to 5.• Sites failing repair from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 decreased 93.94% from 429 to 26.• Sites failing fixtures from Cycle 1 to Cycle 17 decreased 86.86% from 175 to 23.
	communications program Limit responses to no more than 500 words: The SchoolStat website provides users with the ability to review both scores and underlying inspection observations (including text comments and digital photographs) using hyper-linked drill downs. Moreover, data may be reviewed with multivariate queries, downloaded for further analysis or e-mailed directly from the web site. The SchoolStat website’s standard aggregate structures are as follows:o City > Borough > District >Siteo City > Director of Facilities > Deputy Director of Facilities > Siteo City > Grade Level > SiteAccess to the website is granted to Custodial Engineers, Building Managers, Deputy Director of Facilities and Senior Management so they can be more proactive in addressing issues raised during the inspection cycle.  In efforts to further assist managers, automatic emails are sent to Director of Facilities and Deputy Director of Facilities to notify them when schools within their area of responsibility have been inspected and scores are available to be viewed.  Additionally email messages are also sent regarding low scores.  The system will send a site’s Deputy Director of Facilities and Director of Facilities the following three types of messages the day after scores for their sites are generated:o Score Drop 20% - Lists the scores of sites whose scores dropped more than 20% since the previous cycle.o Substandard Room Type - Lists the room type scores of sites with room type scores below 2.5.o Substandard Site - Lists the scores of sites with scores below 3.The SchoolStat program not only tries to support exciting Custodian Engineers and Building Managers but also newly hired personnel.  During their orientation, an administrative member of SchoolStat meets with the incoming Custodian Engineers and Building Managers to provide a background on the SchoolStat program as well as additional resources they may need in the event they any questions or issues.  Once they have been assigned to a site, they can also access an on-line tutorial on how to navigate website, which can be viewed at anytime at their convenience.
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